I suppose now you are taking comfort in that room. Shall we go?
Miss Marion E. Sparks,
1205 Springfield Avenues,
Urbana,
Illinois.
Nov. 2. 6:35 A.M. Thursday
Ma & M.E.S. – Yours rec’d last night.
No. 167 & pin came Mon. all O.K. Thanks.
Should like to hear Prof. T. in Hamlet, and attend the meeting Sat. P.M., but can not. Horses all
in "shucking" business, :. no way to get to it from train. Ma had probably better send that
picture ‘cause - , how can I be expected to exist much longer without seeing it? Wonder if N. got
one, too.

Much obliged for black pieces. Shall try to use them on Sat. Hope to send for pin
tomorrow or next day. Thought about the bill, but hated to risk it; yet, I may.

Glad of the window, bulbs, etc. Hope M.E.S. will have nearly as many as she wants. I
shall want one of her western roses (yard long stems, etc.) at Christmas! Glad to read Nina’s
letter, & to hear about Carrie B. Drackley’s -- . There must have been wood enough in barn to
do that stove a long time. A.E.S.

[sideways] I suppose now you are taking comfort in that room. That’s good. A.E.S.
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